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THE ORIGINS
WELLNESSof 

Quality, Design, and Innovation. The three pillars of authentic Italian style.

From these Aquademy has been drawing inspiration ever since its origins, happened in the 
place that symbolizes the union of research and creativity, where man and nature become 
one: Lake Garda. A land that is unique in the world for its richness in artistic, cultural, and 
environmental variety. Here, the alchemic bond between man and nature takes place, giving 
a new form to the Elements. The genius loci of this oniric region is manifested within the rich 
and generous nature, and it materializes, through human creativity and ingenuity, in products 
that symbolize its Technique, Quality, and Uniqueness. This region, renowned as the land 
of wellness, becomes a place for refreshment, rest, and regeneration, defining, this way, 
Aquademy’s genetic traits in the attention to personal care.

GENIUS 
LOCI

To elevate the therapeutic powers of water by serving the world’s best private and 
professional wellness spaces.

VISION

To apply the essence of Made in Italy innovation to the highest forms of wellness.MISSION
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THE POWER OF WATER

The versatility of an element declined between strength, play, and relaxation.
A shapeless element, and yet still open to a thousand different forms, water lends itself to equilibrate our innermost energies, gifting us with moments of dynamism, 
pure joy, and peace.
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RAIN JET
Wholesome and comforting, it 
pampers the body creating a 
familiar and delicate sensation.

WATERFALL JET
A massaging and anti-stress 
effect for a perfect union 
between wellness and resto-
red energy.

NEBULIZED JET
Involving and refreshing, the 
water turns into vaporized par-
ticles becoming one with the 
air.

THE SHAPE OF WATER
The diverse selection of jets allows the water to tell our bodies about its endless possibilities. 
Therapeutical element par excellence, the water taking form in these jets donates ever-changing 
sensations, able to awaken our deepest aspirations.
Their combinations create the perfect synergy for an instant benefit on our body and mind.
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All the power of water you need to regenerate yourself
SKYMASSAGE



All the power of water you need to regenerate yourself
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SKYMASSAGE 
SLIM
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The Vichy Shower, as stated in the name itself, becomes common in the whole 
world from the French town Vichy. Ever since the origins, this treatment consists 
of a relaxing shower to be taken while lying down on a draining mattress. A 
hug of intense and prolonged relaxation that, also thanks to the prone position, 
reaches every part of the body with numerous rain jets (over 1200 single 
nozzles). Today, these fundamental features have inspired Aquademy’s 
research towards an improved product, worthy of the highest current quality 
standards. The here proposed Vichy Showers are the demonstration of how the 
science behind the human-machine relationship can be perfectly applied to the 
science of wellness, thanks to an innovative and ergonomic arrangement 
of the jets. Moreover, the new types of jets for different localized massages 
and the alternated cold-warm temperatures complete the picture of this 
incredible journey of relaxation, extended to the whole organism

VICHY SHOWER

The ultimate SENSORY
satisfaction

SKYMASSAGE
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The keyword of this treatment is rebirth. Everything, from the water pressure 
to the temperature, and the orientation of the jets, is designed aiming at a 
profound anti-aging effect. The water here plays the main role. Its massage 
stimulates the lymph circulation, raises the oxygenation of the cells, 
and drains the tissues, bringing to the elimination of the toxins and, as a 
consequence, to a general relief in the legs area with cellulite decrease. The 
tissues, regenerated and oxygenated, convey purifying effects even to the 
rest of the body, contrasting aging and donating renewed vigor to the whole 
organism. 
 

PSYCHOPHISICAL 
BENEFITS
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HYDROTHERAPY

Aquademy has designed various types of water jets to create different sensations of well-being 
each time, a gentle rain jet on the skin with a pleasant and relaxing effect, a nebulised jet that 

envelops the body in a regenerating water cloud, a waterfall jet that produces an energising effect.
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All the senses which our body is gifted with are, in some way, 
connected to a different side of our brain. Smells, in particular, 
are vehicles of very strong messages, traveling from the smell 
receptors to the brain through the nervous impulses. From 
here, they influence the autonomic nervous system and trigger 
extended changes within the whole body. An essence dissolved 
in air or water can, in this way, have very intense beneficial effects 
on heart rate, blood pressure, breathing, memory, stress, and 
hormonal balance. The sense of smell is also linked to the limbic 
nervous system and so to the hippocampus, both responsible 
for what we feel, such as emotions and instincts, and for the 
long-term memory. That’s how the memories stored in our 
subconscious come back to life inside our minds the moment we 
get in touch with a scent we know.

AROMATHERAPY

IN-AIR AROMATHERAPY
Air aromatherapy happens through the mechanical 
stimulation of the air, started by a small fan. The tiny 
particles of scented talc are, in this way, diffused in the 
surrounding environment, turning every breath into relief 
for the whole organism.

IN-WATER AROMATHERAPY
A custom-designed pump enters specific quantities of 
essential oils into the plumbing system of the shower. 
The consequential mix of water and scents is perfectly 
adapted to the therapeutical necessities of the one who 
enjoys it.
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SKYMASSAGE
The celing mounted VICHY shower

A revolution in the wel-
lness field, the Sky-

massage works thanks to a 
state-of-the-art technology 
able to replicate and sub-
stitute the expert mo-
vements of a massage 
therapist. A product that 
starts from the basic con-
cept of the Vichy Shower, 
elevating it and developing 
towards a completely new 
dimension of massage 
experience.
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2 massage treatments
25” every Massage
Treatment with therapist 

TREATMENTS

SENSES

WATER 1216 Water Nozzles 
3 types of jet 
Brushed AISI316L stainless steel

Water therapy
Aromatherapy

Over 1200 water spots replicate 
the manual movements, offering two 

different types of massage according to the 
user’s needs. On one hand, the relaxing 
massage constitutes a warm cuddle of soft 
water jets, replicating a specific sequence; 
on the other hand, the sports massage 
consists of a more adventurous experience, 
an intense contact with water, enriched with 
little thermal shocks given by the alternate 
warm-cold temperatures.

The Skymassage, in its essence, embodies 
a new concept of wellbeing, a truly 

unique and unforgettable experience.
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MODULE

Massage module for
LEGS

Massage module for the
LUMBOSACRAL REGIONS

Massage module for the
SHOULDERS AND BACK

Nebuliser jets Rain jets Waterfall jetn. 1n. 1203n. 12

2 PRODUCT VERSIONS:
- Skymassage: relief version (thickness 50mm)  
- Skymassage Slim: built-in version (thickness 3mm)
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MASSAGES

2 MASSAGE TREATMENTS
- Sport (25’’)
- Relax (25’’)
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BENEFITS 

MUSCULAR SYSTEM
Thanks to its 1200 water jets programmed electronically, SKYMASSAGE can exploit the effect of water spraying in a unique way to stimulate and tone tissues 
whilst originating a deep relaxation at the same time. The water jets flow over your skin in variable sequences, intensities and temperatures, for an extensive 
interaction with every part of the body.

NERVOUS SYSTEM
Colors, aromas, and melodies matching the water massage enhance the benefits on  the nervous system,  positively affecting the mind, fostering emotions and feelings of 
wellbeing.
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LYMPHATIC CIRCULATION
In addition to massaging, water pressure stimulates the lymphatic circulation, increases cell oxygenation 
drains the tissues and facilitates the elimination of toxins, thus making  legs feel lighter and counteracting 
the effects of cellulitis.

CELLULAR REGENERATION
Fast cell regeneration detoxifies and oxygenizes the tissues, with purifying effects under the Skin Too, for a 
deep overall anti-aging action.

NEURO-VEGETATIVE SYSTEM
Each jet acts with an intense and soothing epithelial micro-massage through the skin’s subtle reflexes, 
which stimulate the neuro-vegetative system allowing the nerve endings to release tensions, as your body 
and mind relax and realign, regenerating the whole organism with a greatly effective de-stress action 
comparable to manual massages only.
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SKYMASSAGE  is suitable for all 
SPA concepts, from home to yacht, 
from the hotel to the gym, because 
it is available as both self-service or 
in combination with exceptionally 
qualified masseurs, thus providing 
the highest quality of wellbeing 
services, anytime and anywhere.

HOTEL & RESORT : At your Clients’ full disposal to provide an effective de-stress massage 24/7

SPA, THERMALASSO, AND THALASSO :  in your SPA or Thermal Center provide your customers with a new multi-sensory technology where water, synonymous with 
wellness and health, allows you to create unique protocols of relaxing or therapeutic massages. 
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WELLNESS & FITNESS CENTERS : inside your gym, SKYMASSAGE offers a professional 
massage to be proposed after training sessions. A professional massage-free and low-cost 
mode7 days a week.

AESTHETIC AND MEDICAL CENTERS: satisfy the desire for multi-sensory water treatment by 
providing a technology with which meets the needs in health and wellness of your customers.

PRIVATE SPA: guarantees that every time you return home you will find an experienced 
“masseur” at your total disposal for your relaxation.

YACHT AND SHIPS : SKYMASSAGE lends itself to a magnificent Thalasso SPA Experience 
onboard, without problems of bulk and weight, available at any time, even on the high seas.
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
 – Finishes on request 
 – Aromatherapy
 – Bluetooth speakers
 – Massage bed, electrically regulated in height
 – Mattress 

HYDRAULIC FEATURES 
 – Functioning via hot and cold water feeds
 – Pressure 3÷5 bar
 – Recommended pressure 4 bar
 – For pressures above 5 bar, a pressure reducer is 

recommended    
 – Cold water temperature10°÷15°
 – Hot water temperature 55°÷65°
 – Optimum hot water supply: 45 l/m
 – Optimum cold water supply: 15 l/m
 – Recommended operating temperature: cold 

water20°÷ 25°
 – Recommended operating temperature: hot 

water 37°÷ 40°

NB:
 – Appropriate water drainage is recommended at 

floor level
 – Installing a water softener is advisable where 

water hardness exceeds 15/18 F° (French 
degrees)

 
ELECTRICAL FEATURES
 – Operation 12V
 – Max consumption 75W
 – Installing a special differential circuit breaker is 

recommended

TOTAL WEIGHT:
 – 50kg ( we suggest you to increase the weights 

with a 10% security margin)

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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SKYMASSAGE

Water Academy

Aquademy s.r.l. / Brescia (BS) - Italy / Tel. +39 0365 1904273 

www.aquademy.eu


